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                Fountain Tire is your one stop shop for commercial vehicle tires including Off-the-Road (OTR) tires, industrial tires, agriculture and specialty tires and commercial truck tires. If it's got a wheel, chances are we've got a tire for it. We're committed to providing you with quality commercial tire brands and maintenance services that help keep your business moving and your operating costs low. We also know that tires are a big investment and you want to make sure they last that's why we offer built-to-last retreading so that your tires can (quite literally) go the extra mile.

Commercial Truck Tires

[image: ]

Winter in Canada can bring rapid changes in weather and road conditions. The right winter tires keep drivers safe, reduce the risk of accidents on icy roads, and keep your business moving. Make sure your commercial vehicles are geared up with the best tires for the job.

The right winter tires keep drivers safe, reduces the risk of accidents on icy roads, and keeps business moving.

Look for tires with the three-peak mountain snowflake (3PMS) symbol.
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	This symbol means that a tire meets manufacturer requirements for severe snow conditions.
	Advanced tread helps provide good grip tough conditions.
	Improved rubber and innovative tread design provides 125% better acceleration.




Reach out to your local Fountain Tire store or sales representative for more information.
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Farm Tires

We’re proud of our farming roots. The fact that our very first store was founded in Wainwright, Alberta in 1956 probably has a lot to do with it. Today, we still involve ourselves in all things farming – offering tires for almost everything on your farm. We also provide on-the-farm services.

On-site tire assistance is part of our farm tire service. Call us any time, day, or night if your equipment has a tire problem. Our highly trained technicians can perform farm tire repair or replace damaged tires on the spot. If your tire is beyond repair, we will recommend a new one that's right for your needs. We know you don't have time to waste standing in the field. We'll get you rolling again quickly.

[image: ]

We also offer tires with innovative Low Sidewall (LSW®) technology.

Features include:

	Greater tire performance
	Increased stability
	Reduced soil compaction
	Fitments for 4WD tractors, MFD tractors, combines and sprayers


Contact your local Fountain Tire store to book an appointment or to consult with one of our experts.
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Mining Tires

Keeping your equipment moving and reducing downtime is vital to your business. We offer a wide range of mining tires, in various sizes, at the right price.

Durable and tough, our tires can take on all weather conditions and rough terrains.

Talk to us about your mining tire and tire service needs. Our experts will help you choose the right tire for your mining equipment, including loaders, haul trucks, and articulated dump trucks.

For safety, productivity, and cost-efficiency, choose Fountain Tire. Contact one of our experts today.
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Off-the-Road (OTR) Tires

We’re home to a wide range of OTR tires. Tires that work hard in all-terrain conditions.

We’re talking tires specifically designed for:

	Loaders
	Dump Trucks
	Graders
	Scrapers
	Cranes
	Underground mine service vehicles and equipment


Contact your local store to talk to an OTR expert.
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Retread Tires

Let’s face it, tires are a big investment. That’s why Fountain Tire is committed to retreading tires and continuously improving the quality and overall strength of its retreads.

Benefits of retread tires:

	Retread tires take your existing tire casing and add a new layer of tread when your original tire pattern has worn out.
	Helps to extend the life of your tire, saves money, and lessens the impact on the environment.
	Use less oil to create a retread tire.
	Great for business, great for the environment.


Find out how our environmental commitment saves over 6.5 million litres of oil every year.

UniCircle

UniCircle retreads help deliver repeat performance thanks to their seamless construction and precise fit to the casing.

You get great traction and performance at a fraction of the cost of original tires because there is no cutting or splicing.

Check out how it works on the Goodyear channel.



Contact your local Fountain Tire store to find out how you can retread your tires.
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                                KEEP

                            

                            [image: ]
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            [image: {{newTire.trademark}} {{newTire.description}}]
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                {{newTire.trademark}}

                                                 {{newTire.description}} (Trailer Only)

                                                Size: {{newTire.tireSize}}

                                                Warranty: {{newTire.treadWearWarrantyKm}}

                                                Application: {{newTire.application}}


                                                AVAILABILITY: {{newTire.statusDisplayName ? newTire.statusDisplayName : 'Contact Store'}}

                                            

                                            

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            PER TIRE

                                                            ${{newTire.price.split('.')[0]}}.{{newTire.price.split('.')[1]}}

                                                            
                                                                Save {{newTire.saleAmount > 0 ? ('$'+newTire.saleAmount) : (newTire.salePercent +'%')}} ${{newTire.regularPrice.split('.')[0]}}.{{newTire.regularPrice.split('.')[1]}}
                                                            

                                                        


                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                            

                                        

                                    


                                

                                REPLACE

                            

                        

                        

                        

                    

                

            

        


    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            A set of wheels is currently in your cart. Would you like to replace it?

                            
                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            [image: {{wheel.vendorName}} {{wheel.productLine}}]
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                {{currentWheel.vendorName}} {{currentWheel.productLine}}

                                                 {{currentWheel.colorFinish}} 

                                                Bolt Pattern: {{currentWheel.boltPattern}}

                                                SIZE: {{currentWheel.wheelSize}}

                                                OFF SET: {{currentWheel.wheelOffset}}


                                                AVAILABILITY: {{currentWheel.statusDisplayName ? currentWheel.statusDisplayName : 'Contact Store'}}

                                            

                                            

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            PER TIRE

                                                            ${{currentWheel.price.split('.')[0]}}.{{currentWheel.price.split('.')[1]}}

                                                            
                                                                Save {{currentWheel.saleAmount > 0 ? ('$'+currentWheel.saleAmount) : (currentWheel.salePercent +'%')}} ${{currentWheel.regularPrice.split('.')[0]}}.{{currentWheel.regularPrice.split('.')[1]}}
                                                            

                                                        


                                                    

                                                


                                            

                                        

                                    


                                

                                KEEP

                            

                            [image: ]
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            [image: {{newWheel.vendorName}} {{newWheel.productLine}}]
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                {{newWheel.vendorName}} {{newWheel.productLine}}

                                                 {{newWheel.colorFinish}} 

                                                Bolt Pattern: {{newWheel.boltPattern}}

                                                SIZE: {{newWheel.wheelSize}}

                                                OFF SET: {{newWheel.wheelOffset}}

                                                

                                                AVAILABILITY: {{newWheel.statusDisplayName ? newWheel.statusDisplayName : 'Contact Store'}}

                                            

                                            

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            PER TIRE

                                                            ${{newWheel.price.split('.')[0]}}.{{newWheel.price.split('.')[1]}}

                                                            
                                                                Save {{newWheel.saleAmount > 0 ? ('$'+newWheel.saleAmount) : (newWheel.salePercent +'%')}} ${{newWheel.regularPrice.split('.')[0]}}.{{newWheel.regularPrice.split('.')[1]}}
                                                            

                                                        


                                                    

                                                


                                            

                                        

                                    


                                

                                REPLACE

                            

                        

                        

                        

                    

                

            

        


    

    
        
            
                
                    
                        Please Confirm Your Vehicle Details

                        Vehicle and Product Mismatch
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                                        Continue
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            * indicates required field.
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                                
                                    The tires selected {{validationResult.tireSize}} do not match the manufacturer’s recommendation.

                                    You can contact the store if you are unsure if the selected tire size is the right fit for your vehicle.


                                    
                                        I understand the tires selected are not the recommended tire size for the vehicle provided. Please proceed.

                                        Find tires that match my vehicle
                                    

                                

                                
                                    The wheels selected, {{validationResult.wheelSize}}, does not match per the vehicle manufacturer recommendation.

                                    Putting on incorrect wheel size can be a real safety hazard or result in damaging the vehicle. It is recommended to put on wheels that matches the vehicle manufacturer.

                                    You can contact the store, if you are unsure if the selected wheel size is the right fit for your vehicle.


                                    
                                        I understand the wheels selected are not the recommended wheel size for the vehicle provided. Please proceed.

                                        Find wheels that match my vehicle
                                    

                                

                                
                                    The tires selected, {{validationResult.tireSize}}, and wheels selected, {{validationResult.wheelSize}}, do not match per the vehicle manufacturer recommendation.

                                    Putting on incorrect tire/wheel size can be a real safety hazard or result in damaging the vehicle. It is recommended to put on tires/wheels that matches the vehicle manufacturer.

                                    You can contact the store, if you are unsure if the selected wheel size is the right fit for your vehicle.


                                    
                                        I understand the tires/wheels selected are not the recommended size for the vehicle provided. Please proceed.

                                        Find tire/wheels that match my vehicle
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                        Get the latest information, specials, discounts and more
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